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Campus crime rate down
By GUILLERMO CABALLERO
Staff Writer

There's good news and bad news to
report regarding crimes being committed on campus.
According to 01mpus Police Chief Al
Teeples, the good news .- is that the
overall number of crimes that have
taken place in this young school year
are lower thrln they've been at this time
in recent years.
The bad news is that "low" does not
mean that Ce i:1tral is devoid of crime.
Teeples said that currently his biggest
concern involves a string of campus
burglaries that have taken place in recent weeks. He said that he has reason
to believe that the burglaries have been
committed by the same people.
The thieves have reportedly been
observed at the scene of the crime on
more than one occasion, and the reports
of witnesses have been similar regarding the appearances of the the
burglars, Teeples pointed out.
Teeples said that no arrests have been
made, and that the burglaries are still
under investigation.
In addition, Teeples said the campus
police has issued over 50 citations to
students, 4ivolving minors illegally
possessing alcohol and adults contributing to minors.
Teeples remarked that that number is
unusually high, and attributes much of
it to the uncharacteristically warm fall
weather that we've been experiencing.
Besides burglaries and drinking violations, Teeples said that officers have arrested one student who was selling an
unspecified amount of cocaine. Teeples
said that last year three such arrests
were made.

NOT JUST HUBCAPS ANYMORE - Leaving the car on it's brake
drums, thieves stole both left side tires.
Recently, crooks went so far as to
steal two tires off of a car. The stereo
was also stolen, and there was a considerable amount of damage done to the
dash.
Teeples said students should keep a
closer watch on their bikes and
backpacks, if they haven't been ·doing

so. There have been several reports involving the theft of those items.
Teeples also said that many of the
thefts that have occurred on campus
could have been prevented if residents
would have kept their doors locked
when they weren't in their rooms.
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More funding approved for Central
By SUSAN MONAHAN
Staff Writer

Central Washington University has
been appropriated funds which are intended to increase the minority population on campus.
Funding has been appropriated for
the 1987-88 "to indentify and recruit
minority students from junior high and
high schools in the state, to foster
minority students interest in a college
education, and to improve the retention
of such students in higher education
through and beyond the baccalaureate
level,'' according to CWU P?licy.

Three major components being looked at to increase minority student
enrollment and academic achievement
are an extensive outreach, an intensive
and intrusive program of academic advising and personal counseling, and the
availability of sufficient financial support.
Hired recently to CWU' s staff were a
minority student admission counselor,
whose name had not been released at
the time of press, and Minority Student
Academic Advisor Earl Martin.
Most of their efforts will be directed
at recruitment of high school and junior
high students by implementing the idea

of going on to college early in their lives.
The plan is to attract the attention of the
student who has no plans to attend a
college or university.
Intrusive academic advising . is
another area which will be followed
more closely. Intrusive advising was
started for the minority student during
the 1982-83 academic year and has
been found to be very effective in the
success and retention of those students.
The main goal of the proposal is to increase enrollment of minority students
at CWU by 43 percent of the number
currently enrolled.
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EDITORIAL AND OPINION

H·a11oween is for stupid people
As a youngster, I was always so excited for Halloween. Not just for the
candy, but for the fact that I got to wear the most outlandish /and often
stupid!/ costumes.
·
One year, Dad and I stayed up late cutting out bat wings so I could win a
prize at school the next day. My bat costume was groovy, but some kid
wearing a bunny suit won. I never forgave that teacher.
As I got older, the excitement never wore off. In fact, our high school
Campus Life group entered a Great Pumpkin contest, an event where
Portland-area high schools enter teams in an effort to find the Great Pumpkin.
Transportation was provided by Portland Metro Bus drivers, gentlemen
who did all they could to help us win, disregarding traffic laws in the process.
The object of the event was to. find the Great Pumpkin by deciphering
clues in various parts of Portland, all the while yelling, "Great Pumpkin,
Great Pumpkin, where are you?" The team with the best time won the
event.
Needless to say, our little team from Prairie High was out-manned by
the larger Portland schools. Still, we tried hard and managed a secondplace finish.
Minus our voices and some of our dignity after asking total strangers if
they were the Great Pumpkin, we headed home, tired yet feeling like little
kids once again.

Which brings me to my point: Why not dress up this year and do
something totally crazy? This is the one day out of the year that eccentricity
is readily accepted by society.
Have a little fun. Be the person you always wanted. Or be the person
that you never wanted. It doesn't matter what you do, as long as you do
something.
I think audience participation is the key here; Halloween just isn't the
same without total insanity. Big deal if the gorgeous chick in Eco.,,. sees you
dressed up like Madonna, at least you have the ability to laugh at yourself.
One year, I dressed up as a traveling fireworks salesman, complete with
fireworks fastened to the inside of my plaid jacket. Everyone at the party
thought it was great fun to attempt lighting my assortment of Roman
Candles and smoke bombs.
This year my choices are varied; I can't decide between being an ashtray
or the Super 1 Deli section. Sure it sounds stupid, but who else has done it?
Get together with some friends and create a group iostume. Some of my
friends were the Flintstones last year--complete with a car.
On campus, Kamola Hall is renewing a tradition-the Haunted House.
This year in addition to the usual scary, terrifying scenes, a special scene
has been created by the Kamola residents.
Admission is just one dollar, and pictures will be available for $1.50.
Just one reminder: Halloween is Saturday, not Friday. You might laugh,
but one year, my friends and I got all dressed up, only to discover at the
first candy stop that it was OctQber 30.
Just one more stupid thing that I've·done on Halloween. But you know, I
don't care. I've had fun lJeing stupid. I'm even proud of my stupidity.
Viva la Stupid! Viva la Halloween!

Letters To The· Editor

THE OBSERVER

By LOREN WOHLGEMUTH
Scene &litor

To the &Iitor:
On Saturday, Oct. 25, at 10:30
a.m. I was walking north on the
Mall. I was in about the middle of
campus. A campus policeman was
driving south on the Mall. A young
man on a bike came onto the Mall
going south. This 'person was going
quite fast. He was going much faster
than the posted speed. The campus
policeman saw him in his mirror,
moved his car over and let this man
go on past him. He did not make any
attempts to cite this person.
I have two points to make: One,
this security guard is not aware of the
rules and regulations of Central. This
biker should have been cited. I know
if I break the posted speed limit with
my car and a State Patrol sees me, I
will be cited.
Second: I have witnessed, on
numerous occassions, people with
bikes darting in and out of the crowd
on the Walnut Mall. These people
are endangering other people's lives
by their careless actions.
Will it take a serious injury before
something is done about this situation? The cost of a serious injury,
both firiancial and physical, could be
overwhelming. Think about it.
When I was at Central before, they
painted a green line down the side of
the Mall, for bikes, not pedestrians.
This seemed to work fine. I believe

that Central can afford a few gallons
of paint.
I would not worry as much when I
hear bikes coming, if I knew that .
they might not ·run into me at 'lifethreatening speeds.·

The Observer, the official student newspaper
of Central Washington University, is a laboratory
newspaper in conjunction with the CWU Communications Department. All unsigned editorials
are the view of the majority of The Observer
editorial board.
Letters must be submitted by 5 p.m. Friday the
week prior to publication date. Deliver letters to:
Editor, The Observer, CWU, Bouillon Hall, Room
225, Ellensburg, V'fA 98926 . .
Letters must_ be -double-spaced, typewritten
and limited to two pages in length. We reserve the
right to edit them for brevity. The Observer is
published each Thursday during the school year,
excluding holidays and final exam weeks.

Signed,
Donald Downing
'To the &Iitor:
Thank you for your editorial concerning bicycles and skateboards on
campus.
I favor bike lanes. Bikes have a
rightful place on campus because
many, many students use them. Actually, one bike lane down one side
of Walnut Mall would probably do
the trick. That's really the only place
where bicycle traffic and foot traffic
conflict.
Maybe two lanes, one on each
side. A simple traffic st~dy could tell
us.
As for skateboards, they do not
have a rightful place on campus
because very few university students
use them. Maybe, though, we could
allow non-university people to enjoy
the excellent slope of our Mall on
weekends only.

Signed,
Alex Whitman
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Hunters find sport cuts food costs
By Phil Tayon
Staff Writer

Preparing to hunt for deer might be
old hat for some people, but for many
others, it's something that might not
ever occur in their lives.
"I scout before the season opens,
said Scott Zimmerman, student
manager of Beck Hall. Zimmerman
looks for what are sometimes called
'scrapes' or marks on trees where bull
deer have rubbed their antlers. He also
looks for well used tracks and waterways, droppings and bedding_sites--all
good indicatons that deer might be prominent in that area.
This fall, Zimmerman shot a threepoint whitetail deer. The whitetail being the bigger species when compared
with the mule deer and the blacktail
deer. All three species are in
Washington state, and can be hunted
with the purchase of a deer tag.
Once the deer is shot, the hunter
must punch the right day and month on
the tag, and place it on the deer to claim
ownership. ''Technically, if your deer is
dead, just laying on the road, not loaded
in a truck, and not tagged, it's still actually legal, so anybody can take it,
Zimmerman said.
Zimmerman has grown up with hun-ting and takes it seriously. ''We use it
for meat; we've got a big family." His
family enjoys the taste of venison, while
saving money by not having to buy as
much meat at the store.
People eat venison in many different
ways, such as fried or broiled, in the
form of sausage, pepperoni, and jerky,
and ground up like hamburger.
Hunters have the option of having
their deer cut and packaged by a butcher, or of doing it themselves.
"Everyone has their different ways of
doing it,'' said Zimmerman, who cuts
his own according to his family's needs.
Zimmerman said, ''The flank (rear) is
the best meat,'' So, he takes this into
consideration when he shoots a deer,
and trys to place the shot through its
front shoulders
Ed North, student and deer hunter,
has also grown up with hunting, and
has his favorite spots to hunt: Like Zimmerman, he also enjoys scouting the
area 'to determine where the qeer are
concentrated.
North also likes venison. He purchases a deer tag every year, seeing a
big savings in his grocery bill--especially
since money is tight, being a college student.
"Meat doesn't grow on trees, you
11

11

know," said North. He feels that people
who criticize hunting are overlooking
the fact that the meat they eat is also
killed for the same reason: human consumption.
"If nobody hunted, come winter
time, the deer would be starved
because there is not enough food on the
range to sustain so many," said North.
North feels that if the deer were not
hunted, they woUld over-populate. He
says it would be better to kill a deer for
eating than to let it die from starvation.
When asked for a hunting tip that he
would like to share, North mentioned
that when 'going to hunt deer, he has
found that sitting and waiting for the
deer to come to you is better than walking around. When you walk around you
only give yourself away by making
noise. If you have scouted the area, seeing signs of deer, th~n your chances are
pretty good of seeing deer if you just patiently wait.
When hunting in heavily hunted
areas such as the Kittitas Valley, North
is sure to wear some sort of bright
clothing to stay visible to other hunters.
''Since hunting season started over
here, there's been over 700 hunters iu
over in the Kittitas Valley." North said,
attributing the high numbers to the
closure of the West Cascade Mountains
(due to dry weather).
It s unfortunate that there are people
who are brush shooters and noise
shooters--they'll shoot first and look
later," said Carl Keeler, president of Kittit(jls County Field & Stream Club,
• which is located on a trap and skeet
range by Bowers Field. Keeler wears
the international hunters' orange when
he is hunting, making sure he can be
seen by others.
To Keeler, gun safety is most important. And when shooting, he always
keeps in mind that his gun is loaded and
that it can do damage to others, if not
kill them. Says Keeler, ''Gun safety is
just common sense. Therefore, he
adds, ''Gun powder and alcohol do not
mix.''
11
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CARL KEELER - Keeler demonstrates how to handle a gun to group.

1

11

Keeler has done his share of deer and
elk hunting, and also enjoys bird hunting, which is also a prominent sport in
Washington. He shot his limit of rooster
phea8ants on opening \Neekend, backing the.report that the pheasant population is the highest in 6 years. ''I saw
more pheasants this year just in one
weekend than I did last year all year-,'' ..
said Keeler.

BRIAN BEARDSLEY - Beardsley takes aim as 'pigeon' is fired into·air.

EMT program accedited
Central Washington University's
EMT (emergency medical
treament)/paramedics program has
received national accreditation by
the American Medical Association's
division of allied health education
and accreditation.

To gain admission into the Central
paramedic program, students must
complete first aid and EMT classes,
and have a year's employment as an
active EMT, a high school diploma,
and the intent to use their
paramedic training full-time in the
emergency care field.
According to Dorothy Purser,
The program at Central is limited
Director of CWU' s EMT/
to 16 students annually, and takes a
paramedics program, graduates of
full year to complete. In addition to
the program provide all pre-hospital
three
academic quart@r~ of course
care to people suffering emergency
work on campus, students complete
situations. ''.A more precise title
an intensive clinical experienc~ rewould be 'mobile intensive care
quirement.
unit paramedic,' '' she explained.
Students gain hospital experience
The process of gaining accreditaat Yakima Valley Memorial and St.
tion was nearly as complicated as
Elizabeth in Yakima, and at Kittias
the year-long training that each stuValley Community in Ellensburg,
dent in the program receives, Purser
working in emergency rooms, insaid. ''We had to bare our souls, and
tensive care and coronary care
write a book about everything
units, operating and recovery
we've done in the past 14 years,"
rooms, and obstetrics departments.
commented Purser.
They get ambulance experience
In addition to the CWU documenthrough
Yakima Medic I, the Kentation, an on-site visit by two
newick
Fire Department, the
members of the national committee
Ballard
Ambulance
Service in
was also part of the process. At the ,
Wenatchee,
the
Lakewood
Fire
September AMA meeting, Central' s
Department
in
Tacoma,
and
accreditation was approved, makAmerican Ambulance in Vaning it the third paramedic training
couver
..
program in the state of WashingtonAn
.
educational
advisor to the
-and the _only one east of the
Washington
Medical
Association
Cascades to achieve · national acand
co-author
of
the
EMT
test for
creditation. The other two are in
the state of Washington, Purser has
BeJ:lingham and Tacoma.
attracted nearly a quarter of a
Accreditation adds up to a big plus
million dollars in grant support for
for the students who complete the
CWU' s paramedic program from
rigorous year-long program, Purser
the state Department of Transportapointed out. ''Job-hunting is much
tion, social and health services, and
easier--employers all over the U.S.
the district emergency medical
respect graduates of such programs,
system.
she said. Students also get the added
-The 14-year-old Central program
assurance that Central' s program
boasts 165 alumni, most working in
will be evaluated and updated every
state, but with representatives in
five years, in keeping with the naCalifornia, Alaska, Nevada, Idaho,
tional governing board's reMontana, Wyoming, Arizona and
quirements.
Oregon. -

'
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Washington student lobby reports bills that .affect .CWU
By JUNE E. MAW
Staff Writer

A survey of university-directed
daycare programs, and the establishment of a "future teacher" loan that
may be waived after ten years of
teaching, resulted from the 1987
legislative session and may directly affect Central students.
According to the Washington Student
Lobby annual report prepared by Executive Director Dr. Jim Sullivan, WSL
was able to assist in enacting these bills
into laws. Closer to home, the CWU
chapter of WSL, led by ASCWU President, Mike Little, is mainly interested in

"Nothing says we have to accept the information
the committee submits," says Mike Little, ASCWU
president
the daycare bill.
This new law gives the go-ahead for
research into daycare facilities such as
Brooklane Village, Central' s daycare
facility. Survey results, along with
needs assessments, must be submitted
to the state Higher Education Committee no later than December 1, 1987.
"I don't really know what will come
·of this,'' says Little. He says that once
the information is submitted by the
Higher Education Committee to the

PIZZA

~~\.
G
~€ '
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legislature it stands an equal chance of
being accepted or rejected. "Nothing
says they have to accept the information the committee submits. Little says
that although higher education in this
state showed a profit last year, the
percentage of increase may not be
enough to warrant additional funding
for daycare facilities.
House Bill 857 will also have an effect
at Central now that it too will be a law.
It allows education majors--future
1

'

New organization: WISL

HUT

By Shirlee Yantz
Staff Writer

With around 44 clubs and groups at
Central, · there's basically one for
everyone. But if you haven't found your
group yet, this one may be for you.
Washington Inter-Collegiate State
Legslature (WISL) is an organization being formed at Central to promote and
influence university students to take
part in the political workings of our
government.
WISL already has chapters in six major universities in Washington, including: University of Washington,
Washington State University, Western

Medium PAN PIZZAS
For

ONLY-

teachers--to take out loans of up to
$3,000 per academic year. Repayments
may be waived after ten years if the
teacher has taught in Washington
public schools for the entire ten years:
Other bills that successfully made it
through the 1987 session are House
Bills 492 and 1097. The first one allows
universities such as this one the option
of establishing an installment plan for
tuition payments. If a university implements this plan, it will apply only to
advance payments.
The legislature also voted to continue
reciprocity tuition and fees for Oregon,
Idaho and British Colwnbia residents
under House Bill 1097.

$9.99

University, Seattle Pacific University,
and University of Puget Sound.
According to Scott Lemert, ASCWU
vice president and attorney general for
WISL at the state level, Central would
like to initiate a chapter in time to compete at the fall convention in Olympia.
At this convention, students will gain
practical experience on the workings of
our state government. Student
representatives will meet and discuss
issues concerning university students
throughout the state.
During the fall session at the state
Please see WISL page 5

Giiry A. H arnrner
M.S.W., A.C.S.W.

.-II• .-II• .-II•
Wans'GYM

Member of National Academy of Certified Social
Washington State Registered Counselor

~II•

GYM HOURS

Mon. thru Fri. 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Saturday 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Sun. 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

I

Fitness Fever, Catch it at
·
Hans' Gym

Counseling and Psychotherapy
Yakima

211East8th Avenue
Ellensburg, WA 98926

M.W.&
HIGH INTENSITY
7:30 AM -- M.W~& F.--- LOW IMPACT
7:30 AM -- Tue & Thur- HIGH IMPACT

"·
Ii

Announces the expansion of his practice
to serve the Ellensburg Community

(509) 575-5644

*AEROBI~,&pNlllTIONING
~LASS TIM~S *
6:2
-F.--5:30 PM -- M.thru F.-- HIGH INTENSITY
6:50 PM -- M.thru Thur.- LOW IMPACT
SAT -- 10:10 AM -- LOW
SUN -- 3:00 PM -- HIGH

U-Orker.~

516 North First Street
Yakima, WA 98901

by appointment only .

I
i

~.--c.--c~~~~)elllH~

Willamette University School of Law

TRADITIONAL

INNOVATIVE
Judith E. Basker, Assistant Dean
for Admission, from Willamette
University College of Law in
Salem, Oregon, will be on campus Friday, October 30, 1987,
9 am to 3 pm, to meet with
interested students. Please con. tact the Career Planning and
Placement Office for more
information.

\

..
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WISL----Continued from page 4
capital, Senate and House chambers
will be open to the student delegations
so they may debate the various issues at

hand. Many state representatives will
also be there for the students to ask
questions of and get advice from.
Among other things, students will
gain a practical knowledge of
parliamentary procedure, how a bill
becomes a law, and the judicial services
provided by the state.

*Wool Coats,
Short and Long

40°/o OFF

*Denim Jackets

25°/o OFF

*Select Active Wear Jackets

$39. 95

*Name Brand Jeans

$29.99

*Street Dresses

20010 OFF

Centennial planning started
Staff Writer

With the coming of Central
Washington University's lOOth birthday, the Centennial Committee is planning activities for the celebration.
The purpose of this committee is to
design a program to ''commemorate the
past and celebrate for the future.'' To
accomplish this task the fire committee
members are working in coalition with
Edison Training School alumni, President Garrity, And the Board of
Trustees, to come up with the best
possible program.

25°/o OFF

*All Coca Cola Items

25010 OFF

Since the celebration is to help bring
out awareness of the past, the committee wants to keep the Edison group involved. One way of doing this is by getting in touch with former teachers and
students, to get their impressions of
Central today as compared with the
time they attended. A group from
Edison went to look at the new plaza,
and as they did those memories along
with visions of the future were seen in
their eyes.

The main focus of the group is to promote academics, the performing arts,
and publications on campus. These activities will be explored throughout the
celebration in various ways.
To help in the celebration, is the
Edison Training School alumni. This
group consists of students and teachers
who attended Central and have
graduated, some from the class of 1924.

The hope of ·the committee is to
preserve the history of Central. The
centennial celebration won't take place
until 1991. The committee feels it is
now ahead of the original agenda, but
open to suggestions from all areas of the
campus community.

Dean's

.

*Knit Skirts, Tops,
and Bottoms

Besides the Edison Plaza project (which
includes the planting of five class trees
and the placement of a bronze plaque
commemorating Edison), the group also
hopes to take part in the centennial
festivities.

By SHIRLEE YAN1Z

·

Radio and Television, Inc.

417 North Pearl Street
Ellensburg, WA 98926
Business: 925-1828

SHARP.
'FOR SHARP TUDENTS COME SHARP PRODUCTS'

* 112 Off Earings with purch".lse of o~e
necklace
(1 pair per necklace)

FX·C22
~ IJJGJTaL LL~ Eli!

116 E. 4th

HOURS:
Monday - Saturday lOam - 6pm
Open til 8pm on Fridays
Sunday 12pm - 4pm

REG. $49.95

925-9350

SALE $26.86

WAKE-UP TO THE
SOUND OF SHARP

CMS-F500

~~..,;;di r:::::a:::=&.. UJllllf11\llU.l
~L ~j-nlJ GR#'llC EWAlllfA

DELUXE COMPACT STEREO SYSTEM
IDEAL FOR DORM ROOM USE

SALE $199.95

Deans

Radio and Television, Inc.

TODAY:

SUB Lair 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

COMPUTER PRODUCTS SHOW
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It's no secret that Super One Foods is the best place in Ellensburg to buy groceries ... did you know that it is
also the funnest spot for Halloween parties?!
Join us this Thursday as Super One Foods and KXLE Radiq to present the rip-roarin' -est Halloween party
you've ever seen.
Yes, fellow goblins, at the stroke of 7:00 pm, you'll find happenings the likes of which you'd never expect at
your favorite grocery store. Bring the whole family and enjoy our many games, prizes and special treats! ·

*

Slide into surprising sporting events like Tuna Shuffleboard and Bowling for Charmin
* Meet Challenge of the Oreo Stack
* Bluster through the treacherous Witches' Broom Race
* Gobble down mountains of Black Cat Cake and bowls of
Frankenberry and Count Chocula cereal
* Rush into the Mad Search for Trick Goblins - finders
keep special prizes
* Nibble on cotton candy, popcorn balls and Brach's specialties (Super One is the perfect place for kids to do some
safe 'trick-or-treating'!)

* Enter our Special Coloring Contest For 'Kids
* Venture to the ghostly Aisle 13...If you dare!
* Join our Pumpkin Pie Walk - Lucky number wins!
* Journey to the Haunted Deli for the Monster Mash
* Square Dance with the early birds and be-bop with the
night owls...enter dance contests too!
* Elvira Look-Alikes: Claim your prizes at 8 pm!
* Kids! Register for "Just Say No" and "Toys For All Ages"

Super One Foods is the goblins' choice destination this Thursday. And the only place in town where letting .
Dracula put the bite on you results in fabulous prizes like barbeques, skis, radios and much more!
. The Super One Halloween Bash is fun for the whole family - come in and see how much fun a supermarket
can be!
Mountain .
View Ave.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29 • 7-10 PM

THE FIRST ANNUAL
SUPER ONE
HALLOWEEN BASH!

Main
St.

Brought to you by the friendly
goblins at Super One Foods and
the mischievous monsters at
KXLE Radio.

1-90

IN ELLENSBURG

FDD.DS

_ _ 1240AM _

_ _ 95.3 FM _ _

KXLE XL-95

YOUR HOME IN THE COUNTRY

THE VALLEY'S HOTTEST RADIO
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'Walker' striding toward '88 Games
{ '.

By LILLY PARK
Staff Writer

This athlete walks the countryside at
a pace that draws funny looks. His
name is DaVid Cumings. His goal is the
1988 Olympics.
''Racewalking is a . progression of
steps where unbroken contact is maintained with the ground,'' explains Cumings. ''The supporting · leg must be
straight as it passes underneath the
. body."
Two rules commonly broken in this
sport are "lifting" and "creeping". Lifting is losing contact with the ground.
Creeping is bending the knee.
''Racewalking has been an Olympic
event since 1904," said Cumings. "The
number one reason why racewalking
has not caught ·on is because.. .it looks
awkward, like a duck. The public is so
fashion-minded, worrying about how
they look.''
"If you look at the movements
biomechanically, the hips will extend
forwards and backward.'' ff the hips
swing from side to side, like a due~,
then the body motion is wrong.
''When you are out training, you get a
lot. of flak from uneducated people.''
says Cumings. "People throw things."
Cumings deals with these nincompoops
by ignoring, feeling sorry for, or confronting the aggressor.
So why race walk? "Racewalking is
easy and comfortable to do.'' explains
Cumings. ''To set up a fitness program,
get into an athlete's head. Find out what
makes their program. Adapt it to a
lower level. The important thing is, are
you pleased with it?''
There is a difference in calorie expenditure, between racewalking and
fitness walking. Walking a standard
pace of three miles-per-hour bums off
200 calories. Running five miles-perhour bums 480 calories. Race walking
at five miles-per-hour eats up a
minimum of 530 calories.

Training for the Olympics takes a .
four year committment. Cumings explained further, "ff you aren't out there
doing the training, someone else is!''
To qualify for the O~ympic trials, an
athlete must walk a time of one hour

and thirty-eight miri.utes on a twelveand-a-half mile course.
Then you submit the application to
the Olympic Review Committee explained Cumings. This form is signed
by three judges, who witnessed the

time stated on the form.
Cumings has made it to the Olympic
Trials before. ''In 1985, I was number
two. In 1986, I was number six. In
1987,'' says Cumings, ''I semi-retired. I
was a fishing guide in Alaska and built
log cabins''.
In the 1988 trials, Cumings will be
competing against Tim Lewis, Marco
Evonuik and Carl Scheuler, the top
three racewalkers in the United States.
''The goal for most athlets is to make
it to the Olympic Trials," said Cummings. The contestant needs to focus on
peaking physically to give an outstanding performance.
The second peak comes when the
athlete has actually made it to the
Olympi~. In setting up strategy, a
· racewalker needs to save energy ~or
these two peak performances.
"At the 1984 games we did terrible.
The East Germans cleaned our clocks!''
said Cumings. ''The East Germans hold
their qualifying trials two weeks ahead
of the actual event. We hold ours about
three months ahead of time. By the time
the Games roll around, the athletes are
. out of their peak performance.''
Computers are used in the Olympic
Training Center to help athletes assess
the efficiency of their body movements.
''You want to ·maximize efficiency and
minimize body movements,'' explained
Cumings.
A video tape is made of the athlete's
movements, which is then run through
a computer. The athlete and trainer
mark out specific body movements that
they want numerically digitized. The
resulting picture is put into stjck-figure
form.
A picture of the world champion is
superimposed over the athlete's picture. By numerically digitizing the

Bernabe G. Garza/The Observer

WALKER - David Cumings strides through another workout in
his quest for the 1988 Olympics. While Cumings walks, Ross Shafer
takes a plane.

Please see Walker page 11

Librarian likes .the
Central atmosphere
By TODD MALEY
Staff Writer

He's a man who was close to President Richard Nixon.
He's one of the fortunate few who
have played for the Cincinnati Bengals
and the New York Jets.
And now he's here working in Central' s library.
That man is Dennis Claypool. He
might soon be on ''Lifestyles of the Rich
and Famous," if he finds a million
bucks next week.
He says this of his claims to fame:
"The school band (at Morehead University in eastern Kentucky) I was in
played in President Nixon's inaugural
parade in D.C. in 1973, and also at
halftime at a Cincinnati Bengals and
New York Jets nationally televised
game.''
Okay, he wasn't that close to Nixon-which is probably a good thing.
And he didn't actually play on any
NFL teams-but who needs all that action and publicity, anyway?
Dennis Claypool is just another
library technician. But he's a happy
man, so it seems. And his job is a
bit..:._an eentsy weentsy bit-out of the
ordinary: he works on .the 4th floor, in
the music library.
'.'I lil_{e the college atmosphere,"

Claypool said. ''And I like working with
the faculty and students - that's general:
ly true. I like Woody Allen's statement
on interviews: always tell the truth,
because it's easiest to remember.''
How did he go about getting this
"music-librarian" job, anyway? Is his
uncle head librarian? And what are his
qualifications? Can he tune a piano?
Can he play air-guitar? Can he tune an
air-guitar?
He explained it like this: ''I was a
history student at Morehead University, in the Appalachian foothills. I
graduated in '76, and got my master's in
history in '78.''
''After I graduated, I just stayed on
there. In 1979 I got a job in the library
there, in the fine arts area," Claypool
added.
''I'd been at Morehead all-total about
thirteen years. But I wanted a new
challenge and different experiences.
And two years ago I moved to Seattle.''
It was while living in Seattle that Dennis was informed of an opening in Central' s library. He went for it, and
SHAZAM!-he got the job.
As for qualifications, he comes from a
very musically-oriented family. Yes, by
just a slight twist of fate, the Claypools
might have had their own TV musicalvariety-hour show, while the Jacksons
might be farming in Ohio.

GROOVY TUNES - Under the shadow of Bach, Dennis Claypool
keeps the ~th floor Music Library running smoothly.
But the Claypools found out that they
could have their rake and "Beat It," too.
Because, although they farmed for a
living-soybeans, corn, and beef-

cattle-they also liked to play.
Please see Librarian page 9
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Music clubs offer variety, experience
By RENEE RICKE'ITS
Staff Writer

Regarded as one of the state's top
schools of music, CWU provides opportunities that lend to its students' cultivation of talents and preparation for

employment. Three music clubs actively support this policy: NAJE, MENC,
andACDA.
According to advisor John Moawad,
the National Association , of Jazz
Educators (NAJE) is an "organization
that serves the needs and is a central

CPPC NEWS

Central' s Career Planning & Placement
Center, located in Barge 105, invites students to
visit the office to register for service, maintain a
current placement file, keep posted -on campus
interviewing and current jo~, and discuss
concerns regarding career goals,
GRAD SCHOOlS ROCRUITING: On Oct
30, Willamette University - College of Law will
be on campus. Interviews being held at Barge
105, Sign up in advance at CPPC office starting
Oct 23.
On November 16, University of Puget Sound School of Law will be on campus. Interviews
being held at Barge 105. Sign up in advance at
CPPC office starting Nov, 9.
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOPS: A Job Search
Workshop for teachers will be presented by
R,obert D. Malde of the Career Planning and
Placement Center. Nov. 3 - Job Finding Skills;
Nov. 4 - Resume Writing; Nov. 6- Interviewing.
All meetings at Shaw-Smyser 105, from 4-5 p.m.
For candidates pursuing a career in the public
- schools: Nov. 10 - Job Finding Skills; Nov. 11 Resume Writing; Nov. 12 - Interviewing. All
meetings at Black 107, from 4-5 p.m.
BUSINESSES INTERVIEWING: The
following organizations will have
representatives at the CPPC to interview
interested candidates. Sign-up schedules , are
posted one week before the arrival of the
interviewers.
Boeing, Nov. 2-4; Farmers Insurance, Nov. ~;
NorthweSt Mutual Financial Services, Nov. 3,
(business related, "eco,:iomics, and liberal arts);
Sharp Microelec'tronics Technology Inc.
(computer science, math and electrical
engineering technology), Nov. 5; U.S. Army
Recruit. Battalion, Nov. 16; U.S. Naval
Investigative Service Resident Agency, Nov.

17-18; Godfathers Pizza, Nov. 18; Mariposa,
Nov. 19.
There may be additions to this list of recruiters
- please stop by from time to time to check the
current bulletin.
·

TEACHING

OPPORTUNITIES:

A

representative from the University of Alaska will
be on campus on Monday, Nov. 16. A group
meeting will be held on SUB 204-5 at 1:10 p.m.
Advance sign-up is ,requested beginning Nov. 9.
DEPARTMENTAL NEWS: Exemption exams
for English 101and301 will be held November 3
beginning at 9 am. Eligible students should sign
up for this exam in the English Department as
soon as possible; the last day for signing up is
October 30. For further information contact Joe
Powell - 963-3433, or call the English
Department at 963-1546.
STUDENT TEACHING: Students who have
applied for Student Teaching or Option II Entry
Phase for Wmter Quarter 1988 MUST sign up
for an interview with his/her professional field
supervisor. Sign-up sheets will be posted outside
the Education Department, Black Hall, October
30 through November 5. The interview date is
scheduled for November 6 between 8:30-11 :30
am in Mary Grupe Conference Center.
ATI'ENDANCE IS REQUIRED!
Those students who have not applied to date
for student teaching and have passed all p0rtions
of the Teacher Education Test of Basic Skills
should apply immediately for the school year
1987-88.
ADVENTURE CLUB: meets on the first and
third Thursday of every month in SUB Taneum
Room at 6 pm. Membership is open to any
outdoor-oriented student.
ADVERTISING CLUB: meets every Monday
evening at 6 pm in SUB 207.

focus for those students interested in
jazz and jazz rock.'' Eric Sumeri,
1987-88 NAJE president agreed that
''it's basically for promoting the growth
and health of jazz and pop music."
Possibly-the club's most popular activities are Vat Nights at the Tav every
other Thursday, where an ensemble of
NAJE members performs, then open
the mic to the audience for a jam session. Although held at a tavern, minors
may participate if they sign a card
stating that they will not drink alcohol.
Other NAJE fund-raisers include a
quarterly student-led jazz concert. Proceeds from the nominal admission
charge go toward two $300 scholarships
awarded to outstanding high school jazz
musicians. Scholarship winners and
alternates are selected by a NAJE panel
at an Invitational festival held at CWU
every spring.
Patty Bourne is .also energetic about

her third year as advisor of the Music
Educator's National Conference
chapter at CWU. According to Bourne,
MENC has been at CWU "forever-it's
the oldest music club on campus.'' This
year is a special one for MENC
members across the U.S.-it is the
club's 150th anniversary.
By definition from their publications,
"MENC guides and promotes the advancement of music education in both
lower-level and higher education
schools.''
Club President Carmep Arndt plans
·. to achieve this goal. through · guest
speakers, ·sharing experiences arid
techniques at the monthly meetmgs;
and members' willingness to ·acquire
greater kribwledge through first-hand
experience ·and talting on club responsibilities.
Please see page 1O
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'

QUALITY IS THE DIFFERENCE
files~

VALLEY SECRETARIAL
SERVICE
222 E. 4th, Suite D
(comer of 4th and Ruby)

925-9225

RESUME COUNSELING •· REASONABLE RA TES ·• FREE ESTIMATES

PAGODA
RESTAURANT
Live Music Featuring: DOUBLE SHOT
(Wed.-Sat.)
HALLOWEEN SPECIAL COSTUME PARTY
$2.00 Pitchers
Prizes For:
BEST DRESSED INDIVIDUAL
5 Free Tans At Tropical Tan
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Film series anything but ordinary
By LORI BAKER
Staff Writer

You can leave the ordinary and head
for the extraordinary on Sunday evenings by taking time out to go to McConnell Auditorium for a movie in the
Classic Film Series.
Sponsored jointly by the ASCWU and
the Department of English, the film
series is in its tenth season. Don Canedo
is one of three faculty members running
the series.
''The reason for having the series is to
present and preserve the best of
society," Canedo commented. "The
film series is used to introduce ideas
and facets of existence and to help out

those interested in anthropology,
religion, philosophy and foreign
languages."
''We are not here to compete with the
downtown theatre but to instead show
something completely different,'' said
Canedo.
''The films we choose may have been
made anywhere; they may be silent, a
western, a musical, a detective
mystery--any kind of film. They may be
in English, Swahili, Italian, German,
Spanish, Russian, Hungarian, SerboCroatian; the language doesn't really
matter. What matters is that the films
have the reputation of having made an
attempt at serious expression, and this
could be in the tragic, c~rnic, or satirical

mode.''
McConnell Auditorium has a topnotch sound system with 16-rnillimeter
projection, both of which add up to
quality surroundings for the show.
The films are shown in their original
language, often with subtitles, as most
film-makers consider dubbing to be a
travesty as horrible as the coloring of
black-and-white films of the pretechnicolor era.
Although three faculty members
volunteer their time for the program,
Canedo wishes that students were more
interested in these films. He feels that
this generation of students has lost
much of its interest in culture and
literature.

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES IN

JAPAN

Librarian----Continued from page 7
''My mother played church-organ for
forty years, and just recently retired,''
he said. ''When my father was a student, he was in band and orchestra. So,
through school, the four of us (two
sisters and a brother) played for church
and school programs."
And when the question ''Would you
like to say anything?'' was put to him,
he didn't see it as a chance to reveal that
his favorite cartoon is a Warner Bros.
musical from the '40s called ''Gremlins
from the Kremlin'' (although it is) no, he
took the question as an opportunity to
disclose some mysterious secrets about
the music library.
We have over 7,000 disc recordings
and scores and reference books,''
Claypool stated. ''As part of the CWU
library, we are responsive to CWU
students and faculty, as well as the
public at large.''
What a guy. Given the chance to say.
anything he wants, he talks about the
music library.
Even if he doesn't like it, Dennis
Claypool deserves the title of King of
the music library.

402 NORTH PEARL

Enjoy our

Oktoberfest
Bi-lingual? Interested in learning about career
opportunities in Japan?
Shushoku Joho, the employment journal of
Japan, provides information on opportunities·-- -· · ,··
with prestigious Japanese and foreign capital
companies operating in Japan.
'
To receive the latest news in career ·Opportunities in Japan, free of charge, please dial
(800) 423-3387 in California; (800) 325-9759
outside California.
A service of Recruit U.S.A., Inc.
''We Communicate Opportunity''
Note:

1'1!,is, ~ubJ.!ca.tion is

Specially priced
international beer and

..._:·~wi~e· ~electTons
FRE~

hors d,oeuvres

every Friday
5:00-7:00

written in Japanese.

'12 gal.

2%

~90

Pasteurized/Homogenized

'12 gal.

Whole .90
Pasteurized/Homogenized

'12 gal.

Grade

11

A'' .85

~~
.iuGAoRk bottO ~~
Winegar Dairy is just 6 blocks west of
the library. Follow 14th to Water St.,
then take a right. Turn left of 15th and

.

· Monday - Saturday
Open 11 :15 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
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Halloween history varied
By RENEE RICKETTS
Staff Writer

Falling leaves, biting chills, and
darkening days are indicative of the
winter solstice; and of the time of year
when Peanuts' Linus Van Pelt goes
door-to-door circulating literature about
the Great Pumpkin.
Despite the spine-shaking shivers felt
when Halloween is mentioned, people
like to talk about it. They exchange
ghost-stories, new ideas of how to
celebrate, and trivia.
Almost everyone knows that Halloween -originally
spelled
Ballowe' en-is both a pagan and a
Christian holiday, but usually the
knowledge stops here. October 31 was
adopted as a holiday in the Celtic
regions of Northwestern Europe.
Druidism, a primary pagan religion of
the time, considered the sun to be the
center of divinity. Because of the
changes in the sun between the two
solstices, each began with Druid rituals.
Samhuinn was the name given to the
October 31 celebration. It marked the
end of summer and beginning of the
earth's decay, and was associated with
death.
Christian missionaries in Europe
realized that the easiest way to integrate
their beliefs into another society was to
use the social customs, rather than alter
the lifestyle. Missionaries would
celebrate parallel ideas on familiar
holidays. October 31 became All
Hallows' Eve, commemorating the
''blessed dead,'' followed by All Saints'
Day on November 1 for the "faithful
dead.''
. Witchcraft is also part of the Halloween image because October 31 was

Continued from page 8

the date of the major religious meeting
for witches and warlocks. They were
often sighted on their way to this huge
"sabbath" celebration: Hallowmas
Rade.
Costumes were worn to keep the
spirits of the dead from recognizing the
young adults who were out late roaming the streets. In disguise, these youths
were called "Guisers," and were given
rewards of apples, nust, and coins for
protecting the neighborhood. What
would normally be considered begging,
and dishonorable, was called
"thigging" on this holiday: an acceptable activity.
In the early 1900's in America,
children earned their treats by covering
their neighbors' windows with soap to
keep any ghosts or demons from seeing
into the house.
Jack-o-lanterns, named after a night
watchman, were originally carved from
hollowed-out turnips. Pumpkins replaced turnips in late 1800 America when
British immigrants could not find turnips of comparable size.
Pranks played by youth were
generally harmless, though irritating.
''Burning the Reekie Mehr,'' or blowing
smoke into houses through the keyhole,
was common, as was sham-window
smashing, where one youth would hit
the window with his fist while another
immediately broke a bottle against the
containing wall.
Timeshavecertainlychanged.Halloween is now a children's holiday, rather
than one celebrated by young adults;
and with all of the current dangers
associated with the holiday, parents are
now deciding the fate of the Halloween
tradition.
·

MENC's annual fundraising events
include a comedy concert coming up
November 13, and a "Best of Music"
concert in the spring. Both performances are put together from music
department student and faculty audi-

·year after year,

!Miry Queen. Soft Serve
Is A !!!!,! Dairy Prodact.

Look what you get! A 100% beef hamburger that looks.
cooks and tastes homemade . A small order of crisp,
golden fries. Your favorite soft drink . And to
top it off. a cool and creamy 5 oz.
•
DAIRY QUEEN· Soft Serve Sundae.
I
Head for your participating
•
DA)RY QUEEN' BRAZIER · store for the
I
••
Homestyle Burger Full Meal Deal:''
•

· quarter after qiiarter,
Fidelity \Jnion Life offers the most ac~epted,
most popular life insurance program on campuses
all over America.
Find out why.
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------------------------.,
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I

708 E. BTH AVENUE. IN THE PLAZA
ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON 98926

CWU has long been the meeting
place of student and community
members of the American Choral
Directors A~sociation (ACDA), as the
student chapter hosts quarterly choral
reading sessions in pursuit of their
goals.
Choral Director Dr. Judith Burns has
been active in ACDA since 1974, and
itarted a student chapter at CWU

I
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Walker---Continued from page 5
movements, · the athlete can compare
his own efficiency with a world class
athlete in percentage terms.
Who pays Cumings' way as he travels
to races across the U.S.? "This is where
your ability to market yourself comes
into play, '' laughs Cumings. ''I send out
a three-page athletic resume to cor- ·
porate sponsors, showing past ex-

perience and future potential.''
Cuming' s last sponsor was Rockport
Shoes. The team manager was the son
of boxer Joe Lewis, Joe Lewis Barrel.
"He's a man who has done a real turn
around. He grew up with a father who
knocked people out. Now he's into a
passive, non-contact sport like
racewalking,'' said Cumings. Barrel is
now Cuming' s personal race manager.
Cuming' s training philosophy is ''to
do the best I can. I want to achieve one
hundred percent. I want to find out the
limits of what I can do. You take information about what you can do and

mold it into this thing called life. That's
the bottom line."
If you are interested in racewalking,
Cumings has a suggestion. The impact
upon the bone structure is slight compared with running, but shoes are still
vital.
''Shoes should have a thin sole, quick
response, high-density heel, soft
forefoot, side support, a heel collar and
material that breathes.''
But what about Cumings previous
trial attempts?
It was the 1984 Olympic Trials. There
were two hundred yards to go. Cum-

ings and another contestant were ''neck
and neck'' for third place. (Only the first
three place athletes make it to the
Olympics.)
The judges were waiting at the end of
a dark tunnel to see if any of the racers
"lifted".
Cumings had. So had his competitor.
And the man after. It was the sixthplace man who made it to the Olympics
that year.
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PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE
TO WORK~
Air Force Officer Training School
is an excellent start to a
challenging career as an Air
Force Officer. We offer great
starting pay, medical care, 30
days of vacation with pay each
year and management
opportunities. Contact an
Air Force recruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School can mean
for you . Call
( 509 )334 - 0505 Collect
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Call your mummy.

>

415 N. Pine
Ellensburg,
WA 98926

Need extra cash?

You remember. She was
always there when you were
frightened. And if you got hurt,
she was standing by with bandages. Wouldn't it feel good
to talk to your mother again
right now?
Calling over AT&T Long
Distance Service probably
costs less than you think, too.
And if you have any questions
about AT&T rates or service,
a customer service representative is always standing
by to talk to you. Just call
1 800 222-0300.

Sure, your schoolwork and
your friends keep you busy.
But call home and find out
what she's wrapped up in.

ATs.T

The right choice.

For details call 925-1 700
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Presented by
CWU Dining Services

Weighty Topic

Does heredity really determine if
you ·are going to be overw~ight? In
1986, a study was conducted
examining obesity in twins.
Researchers· looked at army
induction records of 2,000 sets of
identical and fraternal twins. They
found that the identical twins were
twice as likely to be at similar
overweight levels. When these
men were examined 25 years
·later, the same fact was observed.
Identical twins were still twice as
likely to be similarly overweight
than the fraternal twins. This
evidence suggests that genetics
may play an important role. If you
believe you are destined to be
overweight because of your
genetic background, try to avoid
fattening foods and establish a
regular exercise routine. You may
be predisposed to overweight, but
you don't have to be overweight.
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Drama Department kicks off With updated play
By RANEE NANKANi
Staff Writer

A ludicrous drama with a spoof on
society, and ballet to go along with it?
It's from our very own CWU' s drama

The Man o( Mode, featuring }O
talented cast members, 'h as more than
one plot. The · story revolves around
Dorimant, played by Reed Rasmussen,
who is bored with the girl he is having
an affair with. He wants to dump her.
Dorimant starts having another affair
and uses his new friend to tell his old
friend a lie and stages ~he breakup.
But that's not all.
An attractive girl is in town. ''Why
can't I have an affair with her?" Dorimant asks himself. He wants to have an
affair with the lovely Harriet, played by
Anneliese Childress.

play fun of humor and physical activity
directed by Dr. Robert Sporie from the
Drama department.
The drama is a broad satire on our
society. The setting has been changed
from the 17th century to the early 19th

Here lies the whole problem. Harriet
is clever and won't let Dorimant seduce
her. The only way this affair could ever
be possible is through marriage. She

gives Dorimanta hard time letting him
chase her, beg'lier and brings him down
to his knees.
Her answer is still "NOPE - only
through marriage.'' Besides, she says, if
Dorimant wants this affair, he would
have to move out .of London to marry
her. This is the primary plot.
The secondary plot revolves around
the parents of the young lovers. There is
a lot more.
This play is amusing and a definite
entertainment. It is also alluring. It consists of eleven scenes with five different
captivating sets.
James Hawkins has designed some of
the most authentic costumes,· which
you will find breathtaking. There is
music, comedy, romance and here's the
best part - suspense.
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MAN 'O MODE - Michelle Auwerter and Robert Andreas pay
the leads in the Drama Department production The Man of Mode.
The play runs November 6, 7, 12, 13 and 14 in McConnell
Auditorium.
department.
century by the director. Dr. Sporre has
The Man of Mode, premiering on
sharpened the original play immensely
November 6, (with additional perforby revising it. Some of the topical prattle
mances on November 7, 12, 13 and 14
has been cut to match our era and
in Mc Connell Auditorium at 8 pm), is a
lighten the atmosphere to suit students.
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LOW. PRICES!
WIDE ASSORTMENT OF PAPER AND SERVICES!'
COME SEE US TODAY!
500 N. RUBY
ELLENSBURG, WA 98926
PHONE (509) 962-2719
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Make an appointment NOW to see your advisor
during November 2-6.
·•
Your advisor has your registration form and must
sigr:i it so you can pre-register .on November 10 & 11 ,
Winter Quarter.
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Call now and avoid the rush.
If you don't know who your advisor is call the
Academic Advising· Center: 963-3409
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ADVISING· FOR SOPHOMORES
JUNIORS and SENIORS "
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Your advisors will be available to discuss your
winte'r schedules with you on November 10-19 .

..,

While it is not required, you are encouraged to meet
with your advisor before you pre-register.
If you don't know who your advisor is, call the
Academic Advising Center: 963-3409
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WITH EXPRESS CHECKlllG,
THERE'S 110 FEE FOR USlllG SWIRST
WH MACHlllES.
Express Checking™ makes an excellent
introduction to student economics. It cuts the
cost of banking, but still gives you all the service
you need. All for a flat monthly fee of just $3~
You'll enjoy unlimited usage at more than 160
.Seafirst Cash Machines across the state-with no
Cash Machine fees.
What's more, you can write seven free checks
a month. And there's no minimum balance requirement, so you don't have to worry about being

charged an extra fee if your balance takes an
unexpected dip.
And you can open your Express Checking
account with as little as $100.
Seafirst is also your student loan center,
offering college financing options that include
GSL, PLUS and SLS loans and College~ine:M
For more information on Seaffrst student
loans, give us a call at 1-800-542-6600-toll free.
*Other fees, such as check orders, using non-Seafirst cash machines and writing
overdrafts, may apply.
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SPORTS .· ·

Boo! PLU spooks Wildcat gridders once again
Mike Vindivich and Steve Welch, it's easy to see why.
neutralized a ,good first-half showing by Jim Hill, as the
But while the Lutes are an excellent team, the Wildcats Wildcat quarterback.connected on 9 of 13 tosses for 149
aren't a bunch of gridiron bows. Dating back from the yards and two scores.
'
magical 1984 season, CWU has compiled a 26-11 record,
But because Central was so far behind entering the senot exactly shabby.
cond half, PLU knew that Hill would have to put the ball
Yet, to the puzzlement of fans here, Central suddenly up even more if CWU had a chance of coming back. So
resembles Eastern Oregon when it plays PLU. It's like the the Lutes brought in the rush and forced Hill into throwHalloween may be just two days away, but the Central Lutes suddenly become brutes when they step on the ing two interceptions.
field.
football team might not feel like getting into a ghoulish,
"We were planning on throwing the football, but not
One Lute who brutalized the Wildcats Saturday was that much,'' Dunbar admitted.
jestive mood. (Of course, if the Wildcats lose to UPS, they
quarterback Jeff Yarnell. If the ·Pacific Lutheran QB
probably won't feel like partying anyway.)
What is it that allows Pacific Lutheran to handle CenWhile most of us have our fright-night on October 31, needs to make a career highlight tape, he just needs to use tral like it does? Dunbar hinted that it could be the Lutes'
the CWU gridders usually have their annual scare the the one from Saturday's contest.
- strong tradition.
The 6-3, 185-pound senior completed 19 of 23 passes
Saturday before Halloween.
,
''I think PLU! s tradition could be more of a factor than I
On this dreaded day, the 'Cats go through an ordeal for 217 yards and five touchdowns before departing mid- want to admit. That is why they're very good. Whatever
worse than encountering Eddie Krueger. In fact, every way through the fourth quarter. At one point, Yarnell attitude they have, we need to overcome it."
year on this day, they have to do battle with a team of Ed- connected on 10 passes in a row.
Dunbar knows about the Lutes' tradition, having servWhen the Lutes weren't burning Central's defense ed as an assistant at Pacific Lutheran from 1976 to '78.
dies.
Of course, Central doesn't actually play a team of with the pass, they were pounding it with a rushing game
In the past two years, the Pacific Lutheran disaster has
players with steel fingernails or anything like that. But that piled up 278 yards.
preceded a loss to Puget Sound. The Central .mentor is
All told, ·PLU' s offense piled up 500 yards and 34 first hoping the trend won't happen this season.
the way CWU performs against this squad, you might
·downs, and controlled the ball nearly twice as long as
wonder.
"We have a great chance to come back and see how
This team that seems to put so much fear into the hearts Central.
resilient we are," Dunbar said.
But the Lutes' masterful attack wasn't the only reason
of the Wildcats is none other than the Pacific Lutheran
Since the 'Cats are still in the post-season hunt, they
for the blowout. The Wildcats helped PLU' s cause quite a had better bounce back or kiss the playoffs goodby for the
Lutes.
.
The Lutes' 42-16 thrashing of Central at Tomlinson ~.
third straight year. Dunbar is well aware of this.
Central had enough mistakes on the day to make a fullStadium last Saturday was the latest version of the PLU
''The UPS-Central game, as everyone has said before,
horror story. It was the third straight contest in which the length horror film: six turnovers, plus a costly roughing is what it comes down to.''
Lutes crushed the 'Cats. In 1985, Pacific Lutheran came the punter penalty in the first ·half. Ironically, the guilty
Can the 'Cats come back against the Loggers, coach?
11
here and handled CWU by a 41-14 count, followed by player's name didn't appear on the game roster. How for·
I think- so. We have a lot of kids who've been
last year's 42-0 shutout at Tacoma.
around.''
tunate for him.
"You can't give a football team those many opporPLU always has had a top-flight football program
Indeed, they do. But whatever happens in the game,
under head coach Frosty Westering, as his 121-34-1 tunities,'' CWU head coach Mike Dunbar stressed.
played on Halloween, the Central gridders likely won't
The Wildcats' four lost fumbles in the first 30 minutes get spooked. They already were last Saturday.
career record there attests. With such recent standouts as

Brian
Zylstra

Dillingham: A little man after a big record
By DUANE MORRIS
-Contributing Writer

As Central's offensive unit breaks
from the huddle, one cannot help but
notice Number twenty-five. At 5-7 and
165 pounds, he looks out of place
behind the huge offensive line. Then
with a sudden burst of speed, he takes
the hand-off and slashes off-tackle for a
huge gain.
Back in the huddle, he seems lost next
to his towering teammates. On the next
play, he swings out into the flat, hauls in
a pass and jukes a linebacker for
another big gain. One suddenly realizes
football isn't always a game dominated
by size. There are exceptions.
Jimmie Dillingham is one such exception. A running back blessed with
lightning-quick speed, Dillingham proves there's room in the game of football
for ·s omeone who may be lacking in size
but not in heart.
Dillingham' s heart and desire were
never questioned in his first three years
in the Central backfield. They simply
were never showcased during those
years, as Dillingham shared backfield
duties with one of CWU' s most prolific
ground gainers, Ed Watson.
''In the 't hree years, it was Ed Watson.
He was getting the ball all the time, and
he got the job done," said the senior
from Tacoma's Wilson High. ''I just
kept saying to myself, 'It's going to
come and I'll be able to do it.' "
With Watson gone, the spotlight is on
Dillingham. While Watson was setting
records as CWU' s all-time leading
scorer (194 points) and rusher (2,223
yards), his running mate was busy racking up some impressive numbers as
well. Entering Central' s final three
games this season, Dillingham needs
244 yards to replace Watson atop the
list of ground gainers.

While some players might regret

playing in the shadow of a player such
as Watson, Dillingham has no regrets,
and realizes the situation was a learning
experience. ''I don't regret it. I was just
glad I was able to play alongside Ed
Watson. I learned a lot from him,'' says
Dillingham. ''The whole situation
taught me to hang in there and keep my
head up."
Having to no longer run behind the
inside-running Watson, has added a
new dimension to Dillingham' s running
style. ''When I was used jin the same
backfield with Watson), I was used as
an outside runner,'' explains Dill-

ingham. ''Now with (fullback Kevin)
Rodgers, I can run inside-outside. I'm
not just an outside runner anymore.''
Dillingham admits that stepping into
the spotlight has also meant an increase
in the pressure he feels, primarily in
regard to his pursuit of Watson's record.
"It's a lot of pressure right now.
Everything' s happening so fast with the
record on the line," says the versatile
Dillingham, who, w1th two catches
against Pacific Lutheran Saturday, moved into 10th place on the Wildcats' alltime receiving list.
However, Dillingham,has kept things

COACHING ESCORT - Senior Jimmie Dillingham, who is chasing Ed Watson's career rushing record, is flanked by his two mentors,
head football coach Mike Dunbar and head track and field coach
Spike Arlt.

' in perspective, and seems to be unaffected by the pressure and sudden
recognition. "I'm really trying to not
think about it jthe record), as the team's
having a good season,'' stated the
halfback. ''It feels good that I'm finally
getting recognized, but again, there's
the pressure.
''What happens so often is that people
try to live up to what everybody is saying. Just because you're getting some
print doesn't mean you should go out
and try to do something you don't normally do. That's what I'm working on,
just playing the game the way I know
how.''
That's not denying the significance of
breaking Watson's record, as the mark
would have special meaning to Dillingham, who has 597 yards on 110 carries this season.
''It would mean a lot, because ever
since I was growing up, I've been sort of
an underdog. It's like I've always been
average, I never really stood out, except
for once in a while," explains the
sociology major. ''I wasn't an jUPS running back Mike) Oliphant or a jformer
PLU back Mike) Vindivich coming out
of high school.
''I'd love to have the record.''
And yet, with the success Dillingham
has achieved on the gridiron, he remains level-headed when he speaks of
what he's proudest of. "I'm just proud
that I can do what's asked of me out
there. I'm proud that whatever they ask
of me, I'm willing to sacrifice whatever
it takes to get it done.''
When asked what he wants to be
remembered as, Dillingham replied, ''A
person that never gave up. That playing
football was. in my heart, because a lot
of times I get criticized because of my
size."
On the next play, a pass play, Dillingham stays home and sticks a blitzing
linebacker. A lack of size? No, just a
huge heart making up the difference.
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Spikers out of playoff hunt after tough weekend
By BRIAN zyrsTRA
Sports Editor

If you hearda big thud in Nicholson
Pavilion last weekend, you can rest
easy. It was.just the Central volleyball
team suffering a fatal fall in.its effort to
reach the District 1 playoffs.
Going into · the District Cross-Over
Tournament here, the Wildcats were
hoping to improve their 2-1 district
record and earn one of the four berths
into the district playoffs. But those
hopes were shattered when the 'Cats
lost all five of their tourney matches,
dropping their record to 2-6.
Sandwiched around the five losses
were a pair of non-district victories. bn
Oct. 20, Central picked up a 15-10, 15-3,
15-11 road win over Whitman. On
Monday, CWU, using alineup of jayvee
and younger players, spanked visiting
Yakima Valley by a 15-9, 15-8, 15-9
margin.

The Wildcats, 9-23 overall, close out
the campaign with a match at LewisClark State tomorrow. The 'Cats played
their final home match last night against
Whitman.
Puget Sound, 4-0 in district action
entering the tournament, played up to
its potential by winning all four of its
tourney matches.
· The biggest problem plaguing Central in the tourney was its inability to
win close games. On each of three occasions, the Wildcats dropped deuce
games. It was a familiar scene for CWU
head coach John LaFever.
''We had the same kind of problems
that we had all year long,'' LaFever
said, referring to the habit of losing
close games. ''That was just a killer for
us. We'd get a deuce game and we'd
lose it.''
The 'Cats also had a tough time keeping their intensity throughout some of
the tourney matches, according to

La.Fever. "We could never stay fired up
as a team."
.
However, the CWU mentor said the
positive sign of the team's tourney
showing was ''the play of our younger
players.''
LaFever singled out the play of
freshman Marlene Grasser, who earned Wildcat-of-the-Week honors.
The tourney downslide for CWU
began when it dropped a 15-6, 15-8,
6-15, 17-15 decision to Western on Friday afternoon. That setback was followed by another four-game loss that evening: 15-5, 11-15, 15-5, 16-14 to Pacific
Lutheran. The match against the PLU
was frustrating since the Wildcats had a

Get

golden chance to send the match into a
fifth game after taking a 14-11 edge in
the fourth game.
Central began strongly in its contest
against Simon Fraser on. Saturday morning, winning the second game 15-10
after dropping the first by a 15-12 score.
In the third game, CWU owned a 14-11
lead, but the Clansmen rallied to take
the game 16-14, then won the next
game 15-7 to take the win.
The Wildcats were put in a torture
chamber j.n their next match, losing to
UPS 15-5, 15-7, 15-2. The 'Cats closed
out their tourney action with a 15-10,
6-15, 15-9, 15-8 loss to Seattle Pacific.
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Ever Dreillll of Flying?
PILOT A CESSNA FOR $20!,

962-2570
.DR. Maynard Linder
DR. Myron Linder
DR. Sandy Linder
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You can fly a Cessna just by bringing in this coupon with $20 and getl
an introductory flight lesson with no obligation.
Midstate Aviation, Inc. offers flight training from Private Pilot
through Certified Flight Instructor.
.
Call and schedule your first flight lesson; 962-2873 or 925-1553.

1011 N. Alder, Ellensburg• Located close to campus

For

Your

Halloween

pizza
place

Treat
at
Frazzini's

Buy any LARGE pizza at a
REGULAR price and receive a FREE
Frazzini's T-Shirt!
In House or Free Delivery

Monday Night Football is back!
Come in and watch it on the BIG screen T.V.

You won't find too many others at Central willing to work as hard for you as the Kaypro PC. Checking your
spelling! Supplying those synonyms improving your writing! Producing clean copy! Supporting your library
research! Chrunching numbers for research reports! Producing graphics!

Frazzini' s expresses their thanks for all
who· participated in ''Soft C~re''.

And you won't find many dealers extending a signifcance CWU educational discount. Have Kaypro and C3
support in Ellensburg and, in fact, everywhere . Just ask! A true manufacturer's 12 month warranty! True
compatibility!
Operate the Kaypro computers TODAY in the SUB. Discover the C3 differences.
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Have a Safe and
Happy Halloween!

Special Pricing available to
CWU students and staff.

-----~----Community Computer Centers
East 330 Main Street , Pullman, Washington, 99163

In The Plaza

925-9855
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Lutes rack up yardage in 42-16 win over 'Cats
By GEORGE EDGAR
Staff Writer

It wasn't a great day for Central.

The Pacific Lutheran Lutes saw to
that as they ran up a 35-7 lead in the first
half and coasted to a 42-16 win over the
Wildcats last Saturday.
The defeat forces Central, now 3-1 in
CFL Northern Division play , and 4-2
overall, into a must-win situation
against Puget Sound at Tacoma on
Halloween. And the 'Cats have to go
against the league's leading rusher,
Mike Oliphant.
Oliphant was injured against
Southern Oregon and is questionable
for Saturday's game.
The win put PLU in second place in
the Northern Division with a 2-1 mark,
and 5-1 overall. It also boosted the
Lutes' NAIA Division II ranking to
fourth in the nation. Central, rated 20th
in the Division I poll before the game,

fell to 25th.
After running back Tom Napier put
the Lutes up 7-0 with a three-yard
touchdown run, it was apparent that
PLU had the game in hand.
By the first play of the second
quarter, the Lutes had a 28-0 lead. Lute
quarterback Jeff Yarnell led his team to
three consecutive scoring drives, ali-ending in touchdown passes. Yarnell
threw 12 yards to Mark Miller, and 13
and 10 yards to Mike Welk.
The Wildcats were manhandled by
the Lute defense throughout the first
quarter. First, wide receiver Brett Collins fumbled after a reception and PLU
linebacker Rusty Eklund recovered.
Defensive back Scott Elston recovered
the next 'Cat fumble to set up Yarnell' s
first touchdown pass.
Jimmie Dillingham ahnost put the
Please see Blowout page 19

LOOSE BALL
Pacific Lutheran running back Tom Napier
scores the Lutes' first touchdown, barely crossing the goalline before
losing the football.
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Ellensburg Bowl's
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Noon-Midnight

Halloween Happening!
Sat. Oct. 31st
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AND
HEADQUARTERS
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Dr. Don A. Childrea
Chiropractor

962-9796
1011 NORTH ALDER • ELLENSBURG, WA 98926
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•Mugs
• Stationary
• Posters
• Calendars
• New Book Edition

120 E. 4th
925-9339
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Four seasons sports
411 N Pine

92~9134

LOWEST PRICES IN
U. S ·.A. Thurs-Fri-Sat
3 DAYS ONLY L~efc~~!
SKIS
3 days only
Elan GS or SL (reg 315) 146.88
Elan Electra (reg 305) 141.22
Elan Fas 995 (reg 255) 138.50
Swallow Graphite (reg 275) 138.00
K2 Pro Sport (reg 250) ! 15.00
Elan Fas 955 (reg 235) 88.50
ADD
$20.00
for
mounting

BINDINGS
Tyrolia 490 Race (reg 185.,
Tyrolia 480 D (reg 165)
Tyrolia Lady (reg 110)
GEZE 952 TC (reg 150)
GEZE 942 TC (reg 129)
GEZE
942
(reg
119)

RENTAL
EQUIPMENT
Used Rental Skis
and Bindings

The Observer •

6~.00

Talk is cheap and

Used Boots 3.00 to 15.00
Used Cross Country Skis
30.00

we bought a
truckload.

MISC
Bibs (reg 75.00) 42.00
Ski Poles Metric
9. 95
Base Grind-Hot Wax 10. 00
Raichle Boots 2 5
Sunglasses( Royal) 40

%
Off

Ski Parkas 35%off

Need a vowel?

)
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Intramural standings

District next for CC
By NEIL STURGEON
Staff Writer

Central' s men's and women's cross
country teams made the long trek last
weekend to Bellingham for the Western
Washington University Invitational.
After what turned out to be their
hardest week of training in the twomonth season, no one expected any
suprises.
The CWU men placed third with 71
points to finish behind Club Northwest
(26 points) and Western (55).
Simon Fraser took fourth with 98
points, followed by Alaska-Anc11:orage
(107), George Fox (144) and Seattle
Pacific (204).
The Central women's team took fifth
with 126 points to place behind Club
Northwest (39 points), SFU (40), SPU .
(66) and Western (126). George Fox
finished last with 127 points.
Central now has a week off from
competition before taking part in the
District 1 Championships at Leavenworth Nov. 7.
The NAIA National Championships
are slated for Nov. 21 at Kenosha, Wis.
Kim Burke, who has been running in

the top three positions in District 1, persisted to finish third (18:17).
Meanwhile, little changed on the
men's team as Mike Pace and Chuck
Little, who have traded off for first on
the team every week since the season
began, headed the CWU list again.
This week the pace was set by Mike,
finishing 10th in the meet with a time of
28:37. Little finished eight seconds back
for 14th, covering the 5.4 mile course in
28:45.
Heather Lucas finished 18th overall
on the women's hilly 3.1 mile course
with a time of 19:03.
''If there were any major suprises last
week, it would have to have been Steve
Bacon," said men's coach Spike Arlt.
''If everyone ran as good as they did
after a hard week like last week, then I
know they will run great when we get
them rested up," Arlt said. "We have
been fairly weak at our fifth man for the
last few meets, and that is where the
district meet is going to be decided.
''ff we can get good performances all
the way down the line we should be sitting pretty good for a plane ride to
Kenosha where we can go up against
national teams.'' ·

Flag Football Top Ten
1. T.J.'s Team
2. Warrior Has Beens
3. Frazzinis
4. The Mint Tavern
5. Hagen Huskies
6. Fore Seasons
7. 7 Jerks & 1 Squirt
8. Horseshoe Tavern
9. AFROTC
10. The Untouchables
Men's A
2-2
Shoes Unlimited
Fore Seasons
2-2
2-2
North Dallas 40
Schmidt Faced
2-2
2-2
The Studneys
The Subs
2-2
The Mint Tavern 2-2
Horseshoe Tavern 2-2

Men'sB
4-0
T.J.'s Team
The TD Kids
2-1
911
2-1
AFROTC
2-1
2-2
Barto
1-2
The Scabs
The Losers
1-2
Beck Brewers
0-4
Men'sC
Warrior Has Beens 3-1
7 Jerks & 1 Squirt 3-1
3-1
Frazzinis
3-1
Hagen Huskies
3-1
Pearl Harbor
1-3
Jock Strap
0-4
Galaxy Room
Out Of Control
0-4

The
.BUCKBOARD
Live Music October 30

and

31

9pm..:..1am

Featuring: Leather -n- Lace
No Cover
SUBJECT TO STOCK ON HAND Expiration Date: End of Fall Quarter 'rT

ONE PER COUPON
CASH VALUE 1120C

RESIDENCE HALL
RECYCLING
PROGRAM
COORDINATOR
5-10 hours per week
$5.00 per hour

Halloween Party

Oct. 31

* Costume Judging Contest
* Prizes will Will Be Awarded

Owntbesk]i

To fly is one thing. To fly with the Marine Corps is something
else. They'll show you the meaning of wings. From the wings of
the F-18 Hornet to the wings you wear as a Marine aviator,
this is flying at its best. And your ticket to fly is ~
your college diploma. Hyou'd like to be up
there, contact your local Marine Officer Selection Officer. I ·800· MARINES

Description:
Work in conjunction
•with residence hall staff and director of
- ~Residence Living to facilitate
recyclables collection, servicing and
placing containers in residence hall, and
keeping records of revenues generated.
Conduct educational programs on
renewable resources in residence halls.
Qualifications: Knowledge of/or experience in recycling. Ability to do
heavy lifting. Valid Washington State
Driver's License. Ability to work with
the public.
Positive attitude.

Marines
JJenlooking for a fewgoodmen.

See Capt Williams at the "Sub" from November 3-5.
Call us for more info at 1-S00-942-2410.
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ASCWU Board of Directors

Are there any questions?

ASCWU Offices SUB 214 963-1693
This is a paid advertisement sponsored by your ASCWU.
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Boaters keep winning
ly had three shots against the NAIA' s
premier soccer team, compared to 25
shots by PLU. The Lutes scored 34
minutes into the match.
''I was extremely pleased with the
outcome of the match,'' said CWU
women's coach Dean Walker. "We
were in the game the entire match.''
On Saturday, the Wildcats pretty
much did to Evergreen State what PLU
did to them, applying constant offensive
pressure while rarely allowing their opponents to cross enemy lines.
Jenny Kremer continued her torrid
scoring pace with a goal at the 14
minute mark in the first half. Jenny
Todd scored the second goal just before
halftime.
Terri Compton and Tammy Taylor
were credited with assists, and Bonnet
was credited with her second shutout of
the season, as she didn't have to stop
any shots on goal.
Counting a forfeit loss to Puget Sound
on Sunday, the 'Cats are 2-3 in District 1
matches and 2-5 overall in ''counters.''
On Saturday, the 'Cats are scheduled
to face Washington State in Pullman.

ByJOELLIUM
Staff Writer

Winning varsity soccer matches, an
accomplishment that Central' s men's
and women's soccer teams have experienced in both teams' initial seasons,
has become quite common lately.
The men have won three of their last
four, the most recent victory being a 1-0
shutout against Gonzaga here Friday.
Meanwhile, the women lost a 1-0
home contest to Pacific Lutheran Friday, but bounced back to take a 2-0
decision against Evergreen State here
Saturday.
' In the men's match against Gonzaga,
Eric Welch, off an assist by Joe
Riedeman, scored from about 20 yards
out to provide the Wildcats with their
winning margin.
Officially, CWU is 3-6-3 overall this
season. The men travel to Spokane for a
rematch with Gonzaga on Saturday.
The Wildcats may have be~n in the
match throughout, but they had trouble
mounting any serious offensive attack
against the top-rariked Lutes. CWU on-

Blowout---------Krebs, upping the lead to 35-7.
The 'Cats closed the first-half scoring
with a seven-yard scoring pass from
Hill to Peterson, but PLU blocked Scott
Kelly's extra point attempt for a 35-13
Lute lead at halftime.
Central added a 44-yard field goal by
Kelly on its first possession of the second half. The Lutes finally put the matter to rest with Yamell's fifth TD pass,. a
nine-yarder to Miller.

Continued from page 16
. 'Cats back in the game with a 72-yard
kickoff return, but the Lutes stopped
them on the 28. On the next kickoff, the
Lutes recovered Eric Cultum' s .
sucessful onside kick on their 48.
After Yamell' s third touchdown pass,
Jim Hill put CWU on the scoreboard
with a 27-yard touchdown pass to Todd
Peterson with 14:04 left in the second
quarter. However, Yarnell drove the
Lutes 73 yards on their next posession,
culminating in a 12-yard strike to Eric

Yarnell was named Northern Division Player-of-the-Week, c:ompleting 19
of 23 passes for 217 yards.
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*COMPATIBLE SOFTWEAR DIAPER SERVICE.*
*LESS EXPENSIVE THAN DISPOSAeLE!
~
*FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY IN ELLENSBl_JRG!
Yakima 966-7749
Tm9CH119CHll9CHll9C~J
'~~
Q

FLY PAN AM
SEATTLE TO LOS ANGELES

$69.60!!
. (down on Wednesday or Friday, back on Thursday or -S un

GLOBAL
TRAVEL SERVICE

~~
-

$59.00!!
(down on Sunday back on W e d n e s

Cl

a~) - - ·-~- -~-...::.~

201 South Main Street
Ellensburg, WA 98926
(509) 925-1054

TANNING!
5 Tans for $12.50
Guys too!

·* Wolff* .

CffJSSJFJE DS ·rJ
''Thinking of taking some time off
from school? We need MOTHER'S
HELPERS. Household duties and
childcare. Live in exciting NEW
YORK CITY suburbs. Room, board
and salary included. 203-4959 or
914-273-1626.
HELP WANTED: Excellent Position
for a self-starter interested in advertising and marketing. Part-time positions, set your own hours. Contact
Gary Wolcott
KXLE/XL-95
925-1488.
HOMEWORKERS WANTED! TOP
PAY! C.I. 121 24th Ave., N.W. Suite
222 Norman Oklahoma 73069
PART TIME - HOME MAILING
PROGRAM!
Excellent income!
Details, send self-addressed,
stamped envelope. West, Box 5877,
Hillside, NJ 07205
TYPISTS - Hundreds weekly at
home! Write: P.O. Box 17, Clark, NJ
07066
Woman Researcher seeks women 18
or older who experienced any type
of incest as a child/adolescent. Requires completion of brief questionnaire. Information strictly confidential, you may remain anonymous.
Please call Lorraine Trachtenberg
(206)771-3011 or write me at Lynnwood Counseling Center, 18631
Alderwood Mall Blvd., Suite 101,
Lynnwood_, Wa 98037
WORD PROCESSING, TYPING Experienced, reasonable, fast, accurate, all forms. Nothing too large,
small, or . difficult.
Resume
specialist.
Next to Campus
BOOKMARK SERVICES 962-6609 or
968-3228
Get your PADI full open water certification within a ten day period,
$150.00.
Sign up at Moser's
Menswear and Scuba Supplies.
Your home for Levi's. 118 E. 4th,
925-1272.
Sharp PC-7000 Transportable Computer with softcase, daisywheel
printer, lots of software. $1400.00
obo. 962-9872 eve.
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SEATTLE TO SAN FRANCISCO

ecoo~

Fans
Stereo

SEAHAWK TICKETS - Available for
Nov. 1 and Nov. 22 - two tickets for
each game. Call Cindy after 6:00
962-6952

NOW HIRING:
Crew Position/Delivery Drivers part time
Godfather's Pizza has IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS for high el,lergy people
who are interested in a position with
growth opportunities. Excellent opportunity for students or people who
want extra income through part-time
work or as a second job.
We offer an excellent training program, paid vacation, free meals, and
free uniforms. In addition, drivers'
compensation includes mileage
reimbursement, incentive programs,
and company paid auto liability insurance while driving on assigned
shifts. Delivery driver applicants
must be at least 18 years of age, have
a current driver's license, and a good
driving record and, access to an
automobile.
If interested, please apply in person
at your nearest Godfather's Pizza.
GODFATHER'S PIZZA
A subsidiary of the Pillsbury Company

FOR SALE: Univega Alpina Sport
Mountain bike. 1 year-old. Call
Brian at 962-3913.
SECRETARIAL SERVICES:
Typing/Word Processing-Licensed Professional. Mail-Outs, Reports, Term
Projects, Resumes, Theses.
SECRETARIAL SERVICES Ltd.
962-6378
BASEMENT APT.- 2 blocks from
Campus. All utilities included for
$100.00 a month. ~25-9739 Gene
Grenclen, 510 W Walnut. Available
in 2 weeks.
.Earn $hundreds weekly$ in your
spare time.
United Services of
America is looking for homeworkers
to perform mail services. I_n centive
programs available. For information
send large self addressed stamp
envelope to U.S.A. ·34207 Magic
Mtn. Pkwy., Suite 306, Valencia, CA
91355.
Legislative intern/lobbyist wanted
for 1988 legislature (January until
mid-March). $150 a week for session.
Outstanding learning experience and chance to work for student related legislation.
If interested, contact Washington Student Lobby, 1517 S. Capitol Way Suite 511, Olympia, Washington
98501. October 31 deadline.

925-1111

925-2222

DiRE-CTIONS ON HOW TO USE THE HUMPNITE TOKENS ........ .
1. COME IN ANY TIME DURING T~E WEEK, BUY A PITCHER OR
THREE CONSECUTIVE MUGS OF BEER AND.YOU'LL RECIEVE;
A TOKEN·
2. COME BACK"HUMPNITE" WITH YOUR TOKEN AND BEER
WILL BE A QUARTER·
3.

HUMPNITE WILL NOW RUN FROM 8 TO MIDNIGHT IN OUR
TAP ROOM ONLY·

ENTER THE PIZZA MIA '.'GUESS THE NUMBER OF SEEDS" IN THE PUMPKIN THAT
TOOK FIRST AT THE KITTITAS COUNTY FAIR (DONATED BY J,UDY MARTINSEN)
. 1st PRIZE·$75 GIFT CERT. TO JERROLS ' BOOKSTORE,

2nd PRIZE·$50 GIFT CERT.TO JERROL'S , 3rd·$25 GIFT CERT· JERROL'S,
4th lg. MIA SPECIAL PIZZA
DRAWING WILL BE HELD OCTOBER 31st AT -12:00 AM

ENTER OFTEN

--- GOOD LUCK ---

